Commented [ielts1]: that (The connector is required to
complete the structure. )
For better understanding on linker/conjunctions please explore the
link below:https://www.gingersoftware.com/content/grammarrules/conjunctions/

There is no doubt the number of young people who migrate from rural areas to urban
areas has increased tremendously in the recent years. While some think the
disadvantages of this phenomenon outweigh the merits, I agree with those who argue
that the merits outweigh the demerits in many ways.
In terms of the reasons, the most significant reason to leave the countryside and move
to cities is that most of the universities are located in the cities and these universities
attract the ambitious students who want to complete their education and earn higher
degree. Moreover, the second reason is that there are a lot of jobs in cities, which is
much easier to professionals to find a job compared with the rural regions.
However, some people believe there are some disadvantages of leaving the countryside.
Firstly, the most substantial drawback is that it may increase the cities’ population. Thus,
the cities may face many difficulties to find to them residence. Secondly, this migration
leaves the rural areas abandoned, which may make farmers leave their farms.
Nevertheless, one of the most significant benefits of moving to cities is that it will give
pupils the chance of completing their education. The result of this is that it will climb the
numbers of the university graduates.
In conclusion, most of the humans in rural areas tend to move to urban areas for some
reasons related to their education and their career. Therefore, although there are some
negative aspects of this phenomenon, I wholeheartedly believe that the advantages of
this statement outweigh the disadvantages.
261 words
Evaluation:
Great Job, you did pretty well!

Your estimated score is:

Commented [ielts2]: a (As the noun is a singular countable
noun; so, you need to include a suitable article here
For better understanding please explore the link given below:https://academicguides.waldenu.edu/writingcenter/grammar/art
icles
Please note that singular countable noun here is ' degree.')
Commented [ielts3]: education (This word is added to
impart clarity to the expression here.)
Commented [ielts4]: making it much (This expression is
ambiguous here; so, it has been rephrased to impart clarity to
the expression.)
Commented [ielts5]: for (This preposition is incorrect)
Explore these links related to preposition:
https://www.langports.com/useful-tips-to-learn-englishprepositions/
https://www.woodwardenglish.com/lesson/prepositions-ieltswriting-task-1-graphs/
https://www.ieltsbuddy.com/prepositions-in-graphs.html
https://www.langports.com/useful-tips-to-learn-englishprepositions/
Commented [ielts6]: people (The word choice is not good
leading to illogical expression here so has been replaced with
correct words.)

Commented [ielts7]: in finding (1) Again, incorrect
preposition has been used which has been corrected. Please
explore the links given in comment
Please explore the video link given below:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zhw3BUysUA&t=153s

... [1]
Commented [ielts8]: a place of (The expression is incorrect;
so, rephrasing has been done here.)
Commented [ielts9]: increase (The word choice is not good,
suitable replacement has been provided.)
Commented [ielts10]: (This word is superfluous here; so,
omit it)

Commented [ielts11]: trend (Please pay caution while
framing sentences, the words chosen do not go with the rest of
the sentence.)
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What you have done really well:
1. Paragraphing is properly managed.
2. It is a very good response, just improve upon the edits. Thanks
What you can improve:
1. Improve upon mistakes pertaining to subject verb agreement.
2. Improve upon mistakes pertaining to word choice and word formation.
3. Make sure you write logical and meaningful expressions.
All these points have been explained in comments. So, revise all the related comments.
Thanks

Finally, always remember that practice makes you perfect! So, keep it up!

Regards,

Sachin

Your IELTS Writing Examiner
13+ years of experience correcting IELTS writing tasks.
sachin@dalilk4ielts.com
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in finding (1) Again, incorrect preposition has been used which has been corrected.
Please explore the links given in comment
Please explore the video link given below:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zhw3BUysUA&t=153s

2) Gerund should come here. Revise non-finite verb forms.)

Please explore this link:

https://guidetogrammar.org/grammar/gerunds.htm
Infinitives
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/english-grammar/infinitive
Gerunds and Infinitives:
Verb List:
http://guidetogrammar.org/grammar/verblist.htm

